and U2 is of order p. If f{G) =H, it follows from known results 3 that ƒ is index-preserving, and hence H-{ƒ ( {u\} ), ƒ ( {u 2 } )} where ƒ ( {U\} ) = \u{ } is a cyclic group of order p m~l , f({u 2 })={ui} is a cyclic group of order p. Thus H= {ui , ui The following multiplication rules for elements in H follow from (1) PROOF. Since ƒ( {U\} ) = {u[ }, it follows from Baer's results 5 that there exists one and only one element u ' in H such that ƒ ( {Ui} ) = {u '} and ƒ({U2U1}) = {u'u( }. Since {u'} = \u{ }, u' -ui 9 where p is odd. ƒ ( {U2U1} 2 ) = ƒ ( {U2U1} ) 2 since ƒ is index-preserving and we have
Thus u{V+ 2i)P+l~U i y where 7 is odd and we have
and recall that w>2. Since 7 is odd, the left member of the congruence is odd which implies pj is even. Since p is odd, j is even, which completes the proof of the lemma.
3. Construction of a projectivity for groups satisfying the necessary conditions. If p is an odd prime and H is a group satisfying the necessary conditions, then H is either abelian or H is the unique nonabelian group { Ui, U2} where Ui and U2 are subject to the sole defining relations
If H is abelian, then G and H are isomorphic and this isomorphism induces a projectivity of G upon H.
If H is non-abelian we will construct a projectivity of G upon H by establishing a correspondence between the cyclic subgroups and then extending this correspondence to a projectivity.
From (5) ,x = «ï* = #? where ra = /. 24^ = wl^ and {w|«ï} = {(#2^1)*} = {«2«i} where t is uniquely determined mod p m~l . We define the following correspondence of the cyclic subgroups of G upon those of H (7) f({utu[\) = {U*ul},
The correspondence ƒ is a (1-1) correspondence of the set of cyclic subgroups of G upon a subset of the set of cyclic subgroups of H. To show that ƒ is a (1-1) correspondence on the whole set of cyclic subgroups of H, it is only necessary to show that every cyclic subgroup of H has the form { £/ 2 U{} or { U[} where t or r is uniquely determined mod p m~1 , respectively. Every element of H has the unique form Z7| C7J where
where r [x+(sx(x -l) 
